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1. 
DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN 

CHECKLIST

Based on NSF Generic DMP 
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Data Description What data will be generated? How will you create the data? 
(simulated, observed, experimental, software, physical collections)

Existing Data Will you be using existing data? Relationship between the data you are collecting and existing data.

Audience Who will potentially use the data?

Access and Sharing How will data files be shared? How will others access them?

Formats What data formats will you be creating?

Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term access?

Privacy, Intellectual Property Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, Long-
term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research products? Will it have long-term 
accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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CDL DMP Tool 
helps you prepare your plan 
walking you through similar

QUESTIONS:

1. Types of data produced

2. Data and metadata standards

3. Policies for access and share data

4. Policies for re-use, redistribution

5. Plans for archiving and preservation
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2. 
DATAVERSE NETWORK

AN OVERVIEW
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WHY
the

Dataverse Network?
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We need 
persistent 

links!

We should 
preserve the 

data!

I want 
recognition for 

my data!

Who will 
curate the 

data?

I want to review 
submissions and 
control who has 

access

A PROBLEM
Different needs for Archives, Data Libraries, 

Researchers, Journals, Funding Agencies...

slide acknowledgment: Alberto Pepe
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•Persistent identifiers
•Fixity
•Backups and recovery 
•Metadata standards
•Conversion standards
•Preservation standards 

•Branding and visibility
•Data discovery
•Ease of use
•Scholarly citation
•Control over updates
•Terms of access and use

A SOLUTION 
Centralized Professional Archiving with 
Distributed Control and Recognition 
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HOW 
does it work?
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Metadata Data FilesStudy Study

Collections Study

Dataverse Dataverse Dataverse Dataverse

Individual 
distributed 
data archive 
with its own 

branding

DATAVERSE
NETWORK

A centralized software 
installation and data repository
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Tabular Data:
STATA
SPSS
CSV + control card
Tab delimited + DDI

Social Network Data:
GraphML

Other Data or 
Complementary Files:
ALL formats are accepted
BUT only tabular files have 
full data support

Convert to a preservation format 
(primary data + variable metadata)

Calculate Universal Numerical 
Fingerprint (UNF)

Download in multiple formats

Download a subset of the data

Generate summary statistics

Apply Zelig (R) statistical methods

Visualize time series

Define Terms of Use and Permissions

Data Files

RICH DATA SUPPORT
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Sidney Verba; Joseph DiNunzio; Christina Spaulding, 1985, "Harvard 
Sexual Harassment Survey, 1983", http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/00686 
UNF:3:eG6QJsi2VsgIMV49FtGcDA== Murray Research Archive 
[Distributor] V1 [Version]

FORMAL, PERSISTENT DATA CITATIONS

Authors
Year
Title
Persistent URL and ID
UNF
Distributor
Version
+ other optional fields (e.g., data subset)
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In Review
Released 
version 1

Christopher Casillas; Peter K. Enns; 
Patrick C. Wohlfarth, "How Public 
Opinion Constrains the Supreme Court", 
http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/14568 UNF:
5:YBYuXzOp6STpakyTEIoScQ== V1 [Version]

Released 
version 2

Christopher Casillas; Peter K. Enns; 
Patrick C. Wohlfarth, "How Public 
Opinion Constrains the Supreme Court", 
http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/14568 UNF:
5:dI8qi49P0uIB9pLfXA3RCw== V2 [Version]

New Study

Data 
File 1

Metadata 
title:
author:
abstract:
year: 
location:
...

End user 
view

Contributors, curators, admins 
view

Draft

Data 
File 2

Edit Study + 
Add New File

In Review

DATA VERSIONING AND MANAGEMENT
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Released 
version N

Released 
version N

+1

Christopher Casillas; Peter K. Enns; 
Patrick C. Wohlfarth, "How Public 
Opinion Constrains the Supreme Court", 
http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/14568 UNF:
5:dI8qi49P0uIB9pLfXA3RCw== VN [Version]

De-
accessioned

http://hdl.handle.net/1902.1/14568

This study is deaccessioned.
[Go to this other study]

A study is never permanently deleted, 
after it is released. Curators or 

Admins can deaccession the study.

Draft

Edit study

In Review

DATA NEVER DELETED
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Regular Dataverse

Open Dataverse

Wiki Dataverse

Ann creates an account and starts adding 
and editing her own studies in an open 
Dataverse. The admin or curator reviews the 
studies before releasing them.

I’m Ann

Chris creates an account and starts adding 
new studies and editing any study in a wiki 
Dataverse. The admin or curator reviews the 
studies before releasing them.

I’m Chris

Option A - The admin or curator adds Mike 
as a contributor. Mike can now add studies and 
edit his own studies in this Dataverse.  
or
Option B - The admin or curator adds 
Mike as a contributor. Mike can add studies and 
edit any study in this Dataverse.

admin, curator

WORKFLOWS FOR ALL
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REGULAR DATAVERSE
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OPEN DATAVERSE
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WIKI DATAVERSE
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DATAVERSE
BEYOND 

SOCIAL SCIENCE
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How about Biomedicine, Earth, 
Sciences, Physics ...?

Dataverse is cross-disciplinary.
We are expanding the study 

metadata and building a 
community of interested groups.
Contact us if you are interested.
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Another System

Dataverse Network 
@ IQSS, Harvard

Dataverse Network 
@ ODUM, UNC

OAI-PMH, LOCKSS, Z39.50

FGDC
DDI

Dublin 
Core

Study and variable metadata are exported into XML (Dublin Core, Data 
Descriptive Initiative - DDI, ...) and MARC.
OAI-PMH for harvesting metadata.
LOCKSS for data duplication in multiple locations.
Z39.50 for distributed search.
E-Z Proxy to authenticate for data access.

SUPPORTING STANDARDS

Dataverse Network 
@Thailand 
Dataverse Network 

@ Utrecht
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3. 
DMP with DVN
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Data Description
What data will be generated? How will you create the data? (simulated, observed, experimental, 

software, physical collections)

Existing Data Will you be using existing data? Relationship between the data you are collecting and existing data.

Audience Who will potentially use the data?

Access and Sharing How will data files be shared? How will others access them?

Formats What data formats will you be creating?

Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term access?

Privacy, Intellectual Property Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, Long-
term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research products? Will it have long-term 
accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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My Data Management Plan

Data collected by this project will 
include ...[I can answer the first three 
items on my own] ...
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•All data collected or generated will 
be deposited in my Dataverse. 

•The Dataverse facilitates data access 
through search, browse, archival 
formats, cataloging, permissions,...
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•Quantitative data will be deposited either 
in SPSS, Stata, CSV, Tab delimited, or 
GraphML.

•Images in JPEG-2000 or TIFF.[good practice]
•Audio in MP3 or WAVE.[good practice]
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•Study metadata will be entered in the 
Dataverse Cataloging Information page with 
about 100 fields to choose from.

•Additional documentation will be uploaded 
in PDF or plain text formats.

•A formal Data Citation will be generated 
automatically.

•Metadata will be exported in XML (DDI, 
DC).
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•The Dataverse will keep multiple versions 
of my data.

•Deposited data will never be destroyed 
(unless legally required).

•In addition, the Dataverse Network at IQSS 
provides system backups in a daily basis.
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•The Dataverse Network at IQSS follows 
“good computer use practices” set by the 
Security & Privacy group at Harvard. 
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Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term 
access?

Privacy, Intellectual Property Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, Long-
term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research products? Will it have long-term 
accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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•The Dataverse Network at IQSS is free and 
open to all social science research data.

•Restrictions are 2GB per file, with no 
limit in the number of files.
(In the future, a fee might apply to 
archive very large collections - currently 
under review)
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Audience Who will potentially use the data?

Access and Sharing How will data files be shared? How will others access them?

Formats What data formats will you be creating?

Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term access?

Privacy, Intellectual 
Property

Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any 
copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, Long-
term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research products? Will it have long-term 
accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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•Data uploaded to the Dataverse cannot 
contain confidential information.

•I agree to the terms of use, which state 
that the data must be anonymized following 
IRB-approved protocols, and do not infringe 
upon the copyrights.
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Data Description
What data will be generated? How will you create the data? (simulated, observed, experimental, 

software, physical collections)

Existing Data Will you be using existing data? Relationship between the data you are collecting and existing data.

Audience Who will potentially use the data?

Access and Sharing How will data files be shared? How will others access them?

Formats What data formats will you be creating?

Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term access?

Privacy, Intellectual Property Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, 
Long-term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research 
products? Will it have long-term accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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•The IQSS Dataverse Network commits to good 
archival practices.

•Data files are re-formatted for long term 
access, and replicated to multiple 
locations through LOCKSS.
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Data Description
What data will be generated? How will you create the data? (simulated, observed, experimental, 

software, physical collections)

Existing Data Will you be using existing data? Relationship between the data you are collecting and existing data.

Audience Who will potentially use the data?

Access and Sharing How will data files be shared? How will others access them?

Formats What data formats will you be creating?

Metadata and Documentation What documentation will you provide to describe the data? Metadata formats and standards?

Storage, backup, replication, 
versioning

Are the data files backed up regularly? Are there replicas in different locations? Are older versions of 
the data kept?

Security Are the system and storage that will be used secure?

Budget Any costs for preparing the data? Costs for storage and long-term access?

Privacy, Intellectual Property Does the data contain private or confidential information? Any copyrights?

Archiving, Preservation, Long-
term Access

What plans do you have to archive the data and other research products? Will it have long-term 
accessibility?

Adherence How will you check for adherence of this plan?
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THANKS!
http://thedata.org

http://dvn.iq.harvard.edu
dvn_support@help.hmdc.harvard.edu

mcrosas@hmdc.harvard.edu

Dataverse Network team and IQSS Archival support: Micah Altman, Leonis Andreev, Sonia Barbosa, Kevin Condon,  
Gustavo Durand, Michael Heppler, Ellen Kraffmiller, Stephen Kraffmiller, Dwayne Liburd, Robert Treacy


